
The Bosch range of cordless drills set the standard for cordless
work. Their specially developed high-performance planetary gears
enable fast screwdriving around the home, including driving in large
numbers of screws in a row. 

In addition to the more compact and 20% lighter design of the battery
packs, they also feature intelligent chargers which ensure careful
and safe charging of the battery – resulting in longer battery life. 

Bosch cordless drills come complete with carry case, battery pack
and fast charger and are suitable for use in wood and metal.

Standard Features:

° Bosch auto lock system 
for easy drill bit changes

° High quality, keyless chuck 
up to 10mm

° Run out brake to stop the motor
in the shortest possible time

° Electronic control to enable
operator adjusted speed

° Fast charge battery packs 
to minimise tool downtime

° 5 torque settings plus 
drill for user versatility

° Forward and reverse operation
with a lock to prevent
accidental starts

° Aero soft grip for user comfort

The Bosch range of impact drills are ideal for use around the home.
They are suitable for use in wood, steel and masonry and make all
your home renovation projects a lot easier.

The Bosch impact drills offer a simple bit change system, a vibration
damping system for smooth and safe handling and electronic speed
control to ensure the right speed is used for each material. With their
ergonomic and stylish design, Bosch impact drills are indispensable
for your tool shed. 

Impact Drills

Standard Features:

° Keyless chuck up to 13mm

° Variable speed 

° Electronic control

° ‘Press and Lock’ easy
accessory change system

° Lock on switch for continuous
operation, fully integrated 
in the handle 

° Forward and reverse operation

PSB 700 RE
700 Watt
APN: 3 165 140 254 120

PSR 12 VE-2
12 Volt
APN: 3 165 140 211 642

PSR 14.4 VE-2
14.4 Volt
APN: 3 165 140 211 529

PSR 18 VE-2
18 Volt
APN: 3 165 140 211 451

Cordless Drills

PSB 500 RE
500 Watt
APN: 3 165 140 182 249

PSB 570 RE
570 Watt
APN: 3 165 140 124 119

PSB 650 RE 
650 Watt
APN: 3 165 140 253 970
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Orbital Sheet Sanders
Orbital sheet sanders are great for sanding flat surfaces with
precision and speed and are ideal for use on wood or metal. 
They are suited to smooth sanding and paint removal – and 
so are the perfect sander for your renovations. Their ergonomic 
design and new Microfilter dust extraction system ensure 
a comfortable and clean working environment. 

Standard Features:

° Sanding sheet tensioning to
ensure sheets are firmly and
securely in place

° Dust extraction directly through
the sanding sheets and the 

sanding plate into the dust
bag or microfilter for a clean
work place

° Auxilliary handle for safe tool
guidance and user comfort

The newly developed Bosch range of cordless impact drills includes
all the standard cordless drill features - but with a bonus! With their
added impact function, these cordless drills are also suitable for use
in masonry.

The Bosch cordless impact drills feature a professional 1/2” x 20
spindle thread to handle all your tough drilling and screwdriving
jobs around the home. 

All Bosch cordless impact drills come complete with carry case,
battery pack and fast charger.

Cordless Impact Drills

Standard Features:

° Bosch auto lock system 
for easy drill bit changes

° High quality, keyless chuck
up to 10mm

° Run out brake to stop 
the motor in the shortest
possible time

° Electronic control to enable
operator adjusted speed

° Fast charge battery packs 
to minimise tool downtime

° 5 torque settings plus 
drill plus hammer for 
user versatility

° Forward and reverse
operation with switch-on lock
to prevent accidental starts

° Aero soft grip for user
comfort

PSB 18VE-2
18 Volt
APN: 3 165 140 216 876

PSS 23 
150 Watt 1/3 Sheet
92 x 182mm
APN: 3 165 140 083 737

PSB 24VE-2
24 Volt
APN: 3 165 140 216 777

PSS 240 AE 
240 Watt 1/3 Sheet
92 x 182mm
APN: 3 165 140 197 786
*This model features variable speed.

PSS 28 AMF 
250 Watt 1/2 Sheet
227 x 114mm
APN: 9 311 831 502 030

PSS 180A-C 
180 Watt 1/3 Sheet
92 x 182mm
APN: 3 165 140 253 642

Coming

Soon
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Microfilter System
The unique Bosch Microfilter System is the latest weapon 
in the fight for dust-free renovating. 

The benefits of this system include up to 120% less dust during
sanding, cleaner air and a smoother finish, as dust particles are 
not reground into the work surface.

The Microfilter System is a re-useable system that is easy to empty
and clean. It is suited for use with all Bosch orbital, random orbital
and belt sanders.

The dust is extracted through
the sanding sheet and the
sanding plate into the
Microfilter System.

The Microfilter System
captures and filters the dust,
ensuring that only air passes
through the filter.

The Microfilter System 
is reusable and is easy 
to empty and clean.

Bosch random orbital sanders are the professionals for sanding
surfaces. They are suitable for sanding and polishing wood, metal,
paint and varnish and are ideal for curved surfaces. The random
orbital sanders ensure soft initial sanding without scoring 
or marking the surface. Their ergonomic design means they are
easy to guide - resulting in fatigue-free and safe work for you.

Random Orbital Sanders

Standard Features:

° Electronic control means
operator can control orbit rate

° Velcro fastening of sanding
discs means quick and easy
sanding sheet changes

° Dust extraction available via
the microfilter system means
virtually dust free operation

° Auxilliary handle for user
comfort

° 125mm disc sanding area 

PEX 400 AE
400 Watt
APN: 3 165 140 237 376

PEX 270 AE 
270 Watt
APN: 3165140 208 734

Coming

Soon
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Belt Sander
Bosch belt sanders offer you non-stop performance. Belt sanders
are terrific for sanding down large surfaces, stripping material
powerfully and quickly. They can be used on wood, plastic and
metal. Their low centre of gravity enables you to work effortlessly -
without having to apply heavy pressure. 

Standard Features:

° Offers sanding belt tensioning
system for easy belt changes

° Dust extraction through the
unique Bosch Microfilter for 
a virtually dust-free environment

° Sanding surface of 75 x 130mm

PBS 75 AMF
710 Watt
APN: 3 165 140 237 680

Bosch delta sanders are top performers for corners, louvres,
mouldings and edges. Wherever detailed accuracy is needed, these
sanders ensure perfect results. Their uniquely designed triangular
sanding plate allows for easy access in hard to reach places. Their
ergonomic design and low weight mean outstanding user comfort.

Delta Sanders

Standard Features:

° Angled gearbox for smooth
running and low wear

° Electronic control adjusts
the orbit rate to the task 
and material

° Sanding plate can be
rotated in 120º stages

° Bosch SDS system means you
can change the sanding plate
with the press of a button

° Dust extraction feature provides
a clean work space

PDA 180* 
180 Watt
APN: 3 165 140 182 997
* This model does not feature electronic control.

PDA 240 E
240 Watt
APN: 3165140110 372

PDA 180 E
180 Watt
APN: 3165140183 079
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Standard Features: 

° Low vibration for easy handling

° Large grip, suitable for 
1 or 2 handed operation

° Good manoeuvrability

° Bosch Electronic Control for
easy adjustment of cutting rate 

° 4-stage pendulum action
that enables a faster and
easier cutting rate 

° Bosch SDS system for quick
and easy accessory changes

° Adjustable sole plate to allow
for safe rest on the material

All Purpose Saws
The Bosch all purpose saw is the saw for all your needs - around the
house and in the garden. This agile, general-purpose saw is great for
cutting through wood, metal and plastic. Thanks to its extensive
accessory range, it can also rasp, file, brush and remove rust. 
With its large grip and counter-balanced design, it offers the home
handyperson a comfortable and easy to use saw - wherever they 
need it.

The Bosch range of jigsaws gets you off to a great start for any
DIY project. With their excellent SDS easy blade change system,
you can change jigsaw blades in seconds – with one hand. The
new ergonomic design ensures optimal user comfort during use.
When it comes to sawing – whether in wood, metal or plastic or
whether you need straight, curved, plunge or mitre cuts – the
Bosch jigsaws are unbeatable.

Jigsaws

Standard Features:

° Electronic control that
enables the operator to
adjust the speed to suit 
the material

° Option of speed control via
trigger switch enables slow
initial cutting

° Single handed SDS system
means safe and effortless
saw blade change

° Roller guide to ensure
accurate and precise cuts

° Tilt range of sole plate up 
to 45º in both directions

° Dust extraction allows a clear
view on to the work area for
the user

Pendulum: 

° Some models feature a
pendulum action that makes
cutting quicker and easier
and increases the life of the
jigsaw blades

PST 650 E
450 Watt
65mm max cut
APN: 3165140203 166

PFZ 600*
600 Watt
APN: 3 165 140 188 951
* Model does not include Electronic, Pendulum or SDS

PFZ 700 PE
700 Watt
APN: 3 165 140 216 326

PST 650 PE*
470 Watt
68mm max cut
APN: 3165140203 203
* Features pendulum action
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Routers
Bosch routers are the ideal tools for creative tasks. Their applications
range from grooving, edging, rebating, profiling, chamfering, surface
design, hole and template routing. They can be used on a wide
variety of materials like wood, metal, plastic, acrylics, MDF and
fibrous plasterboard.

Standard Features:

° Fine and quick adjustment 
of routing depth

° Base plate with sliding surface
for ease of use

° Parallel guide routing with 
scale for precise slot cutting

° Dust extraction connection
allows for a clear view 
of the cutting area

° Two guide columns 
for the routing base

° Precision collet 
for precise running

Bosch angle grinders are ideal for grinding, roughing, de-rusting 
and cutting. Bosch angle grinders offer a range of wheel diameters
from 100mm to 125mm, high reserves of power when you need 
it and a slim and ergonomic design for user comfort. 

All Bosch angle grinders have a protective guard to ensure maximum
safety during use. Safety guards must always be in place before
starting the tool. 

Angle Grinders

Standard Features:

° Spindle lock for quick
change of grinding wheels 

° Safety guard to protect from
sparks and other particles 

° Auxilliary side handle, which
can be mounted from the
left or right, for ease of use

° Large side switch, within easy
reach of fingertips, for safe 
and easy operation

Constant Electronic

° Allows the user to select the
speed for the material – and
maintain that speed even under
changes in power load

PWS 9-125 CE*
900 Watt
Disc diameter: 125mm (5”)
APN: 3 165 140 272 193
* This model features Constant Electronic

PWS 7115
720 Watt
Disc diameter: 115mm (4.5”)
APN: 3 165 140 272 24

PWS 7-100
720 Watt
Disc diameter: 100mm (4.5”)
APN: 3 165 140 272 223

POF 400A
400 Watt
48mm maximum plunge depth
APN: 3 165 140 018 791

POF 500A
500 Watt
52mm maximum plunge depth
APN: 3 165 140 018 807
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Electric Tackers
The Bosch electric tacker is a great tool for fastening panels,
stapling insulation and decorative materials. The Bosch tackers
feature electronic control which enables adjustment of the impact
force of the tool to suit the material in use. The tackers can be
adjusted between single impact or continuous impact for quick,
repeat work. With their practical, bottom-loading system and staple
supply display, the tackers are easy to use. Bosch tackers can 
be used with nails, staples and pins. 

Standard Features:

° Bosch Electronic control 

° Fastening-type pre-selection
allows for quick change to the
pre-selected fastening types 
and means you don’t need 
to change the magazine

° Bosch Duotac Automatic
enables you to work with one 
or two staples at the same time

The simultaneous setting of
two staples prevents tearing
out of the material

° Ergonomically shaped
handle for fatigue free
operation

° Staple nose located 
at the front for stapling
close to an edge

If you want rapid headway when working with wood – the planer 
is the tool for you. Bosch planers provide efficient, high accuracy
planing with high material removal and are also suitable for rebate
work. The combined guide and planing depth adjustment knob
provides secure guidance and stepless adjustment, even during
planing.

Planers

Standard Features:

° Guidance handle for safe
guidance of the planer

° Cutting depth adjustment
with a high level of variability

° Switch-on safety lock 
to prevent unintentional
switching on

° 82mm planing width

° Dust extraction connection,
which can be positioned 
to the left or right, allowing 
for a clear work area

° Electronically balanced 
cutter block

° Parking rest/shoe for safe
resting of the tool

PHO 16-82
550 Watt
Planing depth: 0-1.6mm
Rebate depth: 0-8mm
APN: 3 165 140 197 366

PTK 14 E*
Nails: 14mm long
Staples: 14mm
APN: 3 165 140 001 106
*Model features Duotac and electronic

PHO 25-82
750 Watt
Planing depth: 0-2.5mm
Rebate depth: 0-24mm
APN: 3 165 140 056 021

PTK 23 E*
Nails: 23mm long
Staples: 23mm
Pins: 23mm
APN: 3 165 140 058 452
*Model features electronic and fastener pre-selection
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Vacuum Cleaner
The new all purpose vacuum cleaner is suited for wet and dry
vacuuming in the workshop, house, courtyard, garden or car. With its
large 21 litre container, durable castors and robust, permanent filter,
the Bosch all purpose vacuum cleaner is the go anywhere vacuum
cleaner for you!

Standard Features:

° Hose system with snap lock
ensuring a solid connection

° Practical cable and
accessory depot to store all
the attachments

° Comes complete with: 2m
hose, 2 suction pipes,
nozzle for joints, coarse dirt
nozzle, paper filter bag and
a permanent filter bag

Bosch glue guns can stick anything together – wood, plastic metal,
ceramics, glass, textiles and leather. They are ideal for fixing models,
doing repairs, sealing and for making joints. A must-have tool for all
your home projects.

The Bosch heat guns are designed to be easy to use with a low
noise motor, an enclosed handle for safe handling and a built-in
stand for stationary use. They are suitable for thawing, drying,
tinplating and dust-free paint stripping. 

Glue and Heat Guns

Standard Features:

° Bosch constant electronic for
automatic temperature control
and constant glue consistency

° Mechanical feed system that
provides control to the amount 
of glue applied

° Practical nozzle with heat
protection shield and anti-drip
device

° Temperature resistant housing
with double insulation

PKP 18 E
APN: 3 165 140 078 481

PAS 11-21
APN: 3 165 140 257 435

Standard Features:

° Detachable heat shield 
for working in tight spots

° Stable base for stationary
use

° 50ºC air output for cooling
down the heating element

PHG 2*
1500 Watt
Temperature: 300/500ºC
APN: 3 165 140 221 023
*This model does not have 
a cool air setting

PHG 530-2
1600 Watt
Temperature: 50/400/530ºC
APN: 3 165 140 050 463
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